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UK: CONSUMER CONFIDENCE STILL RIDING HIGH 

Berenberg Macro Flash 
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Consumer confidence remains buoyant despite a 3 point dip in July. The index fell -2 in July, from 1 in June, as con-
sumers became a little less optimistic about the prospects for the economy. However, this fall comes after a 30 point rise in 
the index in the two years to June and leaves consumer confidence in-line with its average of -2 in the ten years before the 
crisis. The all-time high for the index was +10 in June 1987, and while UK growth is pretty strong at the minute it is obvi-
ously nowhere near as strong as that mad raging boom in the late 80s when GDP growth peaked north of 6% yoy. At these 
still elevated levels, confidence is comfortably strong enough to deliver the 3.1% growth we look for this year and suggests 
little evidence of any impending slowdown. 
 
Imminent rate hikes may be to blame for the wobble. The vast majority of households now expect the BoE to start 
hiking rates in the next twelve months after Mark Carney's Mansion House speech in June. In that speech, the central bank 
Governor admitted rate hikes could come this year, a U-turn from his previously extremely dovish position. There may also 
be a small Putin effect, as the downing of MH17 brings the Ukrainian troubles into consumer's conscience. 
 
Confidence is likely to remain strong. After so many years with close to zero interest rates, the prospect of hikes is 
bound to cause some wobbles. But once the reality sets in that borrowing costs are likely to remain very low for a long time 
to come, those wobbles should dissipate. Any small Putin effect in the figures is unlikely to fade as easily though. Indeed, 
events in Ukraine pose the biggest tail risk to our optimistic UK outlook. 
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